New Materials in the Ozark Regional Library System
If you don’t see it at your local branch, ask your librarian to order it for you (or you can go to our online catalogue and place a hold on the item yourself). Remember, a library card is free!

Fiction

☐ Baldacci, David. *The Edge*
☐ Butcher, Jim. *The Olympian Affair: The Cinder Spires*
☐ Chun, Ye. *Straw Dogs of the Universe*
☐ Connelly, Michael. *Resurrection Walk*
☐ Cornwell, Bernard. *Uhtred’s Feast*
☐ Flower, Amanda. *I Heard a Fly Buzz When I Died*
☐ Gray, Shelley Shepard. *The Amish Cinderella*
☐ Gray, Shelley Shepard. *Her Secret Hope*
☐ Heng, Rachel. *The Great Reclamation*
☐ Huang, S. L. *The Water Outlaws*
☐ Kingsbury, Karen. *Just Once*
☐ Labatut, Benjamín. *The Maniac*
☐ Lee, Helen Elaine. *Pomegranate*
☐ Macomber, Debbie. *Forever Under the Mistletoe*
☐ Mason, Daniel. *North Woods*
☐ Paterson, Tracie. *Knowing You*
☐ Peters, Amanda. *The Berry Pickers*
☐ Pin, Cecile. *Wandering Souls*
☐ Red Corn, Charles H. *A Pipe for February*

Non-Fiction

☐ Bagby, Meredith. *The New Guys: The Historic Class of Astronauts That Broke Barriers and Changed the Face of Space Travel*
☐ Clear, James. *Atomic Habits: Tiny Changes, Remarkable Results*
☐ Desmond, Matthew. *Poverty, by America*
☐ French, Erin. *Big Heart Little Stove: Bringing Home Meals & Moments from the Lost Kitchen*
☐ Hezel, Anna. *Tin to Table: Fancy, Snacky Recipes for Tin-Thusiasts and A-Fish-Ionados*
☐ Kern, Dorothy. *Crazy for Cookies Brownies & Bars: Super-Fast, Made-from-Scratch Sweets, Treats, and Desserts*
☐ Nuila, Ricardo. *The People’s Hospital*
YA Fiction/Non-fiction

- McGinnis, Mindy. *The Last Laugh*

J Fiction/Non-Fiction

- Blabey, Aaron. *Cat on the Run*
- Colfer, Eoin. *Juniper’s Christmas*
- Green, John Patrick. *Investigators: All Tide Up*
- Jennings, Landra. *Wand*
- Lerwill, Ben; illustrated by Grahame Baker-Smith. *Stone Age Beasts*
- Mone, Gregory. *Atlantis: The Accidental Invasion*
- Rundberg, Johan. *The Night Raven: The Moonwind Mysteries*
- Sumner Johnson, Janet. *Final Word*

Picture Books

- Bauer, Marion Dane; illustrated by Hari & Deepti. *We, the Curious Ones*
- Darnton, Tracy; illustrated by Yasmeen Ismail. *My Brother Is an Avocado*
- Huntington, Amy. *Going Outside: Listen*
- Huntington, Amy. *Going Outside: Look*
- Krans, Angela Pham; illustrated by Dung Ho. *Words Between Us*
- Moore, David Barclay; illustrated by Noa Denmon. *Boyogi: How a Wounded Family Learned to Heal*
- Olson, Jennifer Gray. *Party Pooper*
- Schofield, Paul; illustrated by Anna Terreros-Martin. *When Daddy Goes to Work*
- Schofield, Paul; illustrated by Anna Terreros-Martin. *When Mommy Goes to Work*
- Yolen, Jane; illustrated by Paolo Domeniconi. *Tea with an Old Giant*

Large Print

- Evanovich, Janet. *Dirty Thirty*
- Joseph, Ron. *Bald Eagles, Bear Cubs, and Hermit Bill: Memories of a Maine Wildlife Biologist*
- Perry, Anne. *A Christmas Vanishing*
- Woods, Stuart & Brett Battles. *Obsession*